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Motivation / Aim of the research

Monitoring and extreme events analysis in high spatial and temporal resolution is one of 

the most critical tasks facing NNHSs in the context of present climate change.

It is also crucial in contemporary adaptation measures as well as actions awaiting in the 

future for climate community. 

Reanalyses may serve as a tool that allows the monitoring and analysis of meteorological 

variables' long-term characteristics, thus allowing a proper estimation of probabilistic 

features of extreme events providing that reanalyses are able to reconstruct reality at a 

desired level. 

Aim of the research

Evaluation of ERA5-Land t2m daily extreme temperatures (min & max) over Poland via the 

comparison with in-situ measurements.



Data / Research area / Methods used

Research area – Poland
Temporal scope – 1991-2020

Data - t2m  
 ERA5_Land data 

(0.1x 0.1 lat x lon & 1h resolution)
 in situ obs. - synoptic stations form polish 

NHMS – 55 (some coastal stations due to 
their location have been excluded from the 
analysis), observation times data have been 
used (24 or 8 depending on the station’s tier 
an period)

Variables to be compared
tmin – minimum daily temperature
tmax – maximum daily temperature

In both cases derived from data with hourly 
resolution (where possible)

Characteristics comparison 
Bias, quantiles, statistical distributions, GEV 
derived RLs for selected RPs



Results
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Overall range of deviations (box-whisker-plots) - for selected months 
(Q10, Q25, Q50, Q75, Q90)



Kolmogorov-Smirnoff Test (CDF comparison) – 
red – significant differences between CDFs



Return Levels (10y, 50y) - GEV estimation – E5L-OBS - tmax
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Return Levels (10y, 50y) - GEV estimation – E5L-OBS - tmin
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Conclussions

 ERA5L reanalysis provides a decent overall characteristics of extreme daily temperatures.
 Very high concordance in variability is noted – high correlation coefficients.
 In the case of tmax ERA5L tends to underestimate the temperature values during the warm season while 

showing little BIAS in cold season. The situation reverses for tmin.
 There is an overall spatial consistency of ERA5L quality, with some exceptions for upland stations and 

those located in mountainous regions.
 KS test confirms very good CDF agreement for tmax during cold (X-III) season. The agreement is much 

less apparent in the case of tmin where only DJFM season exhibits similar CDF for most of the stations.
 Estimated return levels for E5L and OBS show relatively good agreement, larger differences are found 

in the warm part of the year.
 As an overall remark one might state that ERA5L reanalysis is a valid source of thermal variability data 

over Poland. Additionally when there is a need it would also possible to use it as a tool to amend for 
occasional gaps in the observational data, with dedicated models calibrated for this purpose (e.g. using 
machine learning approach: random forest, neural networks or even simpler approaches).
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